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ABSTRACT
We present Hα images of an ionized nebula surrounding the M2-5Ia red supergiant
(RSG) W26 in the massive star cluster Westerlund 1. The nebula consists of a circum-
stellar shell or ring ∼0.1 pc in diameter and a triangular nebula ∼0.2 pc from the star
that in high-resolution Hubble Space Telescope images shows a complex filamentary
structure. The excitation mechanism of both regions is unclear since RSGs are too cool
to produce ionizing photons and we consider various possibilities. The presence of the
nebula, high stellar luminosity and spectral variability suggest that W26 is a highly
evolved RSG experiencing extreme levels of mass-loss. As the only known example of
an ionized nebula surrounding a RSG W26 deserves further attention to improve our
understanding of the final evolutionary stages of massive stars.
Key words: stars: supergiants - stars: mass-loss - circumstellar matter - stars: indi-
vidual: W26 - stars: winds, outflows
1 INTRODUCTION
The study of the late stages of stellar evolution of mas-
sive stars is fundamentally important for understanding the
chemical evolution of galaxies, the role of feedback in the
interstellar medium (ISM), and the progenitors of core-
collapse supernovae (SNe). Massive stars enrich the ISM
with heavy elements during all stages of their evolution, from
fast winds in their early lives through cool dense outflows
from red supergiants (RSGs) and finally during their deaths
in core-collapse SNe explosions. Mass loss is vital to the
study of massive stars, not only influencing the derivation
of physical properties, but also dictating the evolutionary
path and the type of compact remnant left behind.
Direct studies of ejected material from massive stars
act as probes of both the evolutionary and mass-loss history
of the star (e.g., Barlow et al. 1994). Despite this, obser-
vational examples of ejected circumstellar material around
massive stars are rare, and even rarer amongst each of the
different evolutionary stages observed with the most thor-
oughly studied population being the luminous blue vari-
ables. Amongst RSGs circumstellar gas has been directly ob-
served around only a few objects (e.g., Schuster et al. 2006;
Ohnaka et al. 2008; Mauron & Josselin 2011), mostly from
radio or sub-mm emission due to neutral gas, or from scat-
tering of optical resonance lines (Smith et al. 2001). Ionized
gas has never been observed around RSGs since they do not
produce ionizing photons.
In this letter we present images of an ionized nebula
surrounding the RSG W26 in the young star cluster West-
erlund 1. Westerlund 1 is the most massive starburst cluster
known in our Galaxy, with a total stellar mass of 5×104 M⊙
(Brandner et al. 2008) and more than 50 known massive O-
type stars, Wolf-Rayet stars and RSGs at various stages
of post-main sequence evolution (Clark et al. 2005). De-
spite being discovered more than 50 years ago (Westerlund
1961) it has been poorly studied since then due to the high
interstellar reddening in its direction (AV ∼ 11–13 mag,
Clark et al. 2005), though it lies at a distance of only 3.55±
0.17 kpc (Brandner et al. 2008). Spectra of W26 suggest a
spectral type of M2-5Ia (Clark et al. 2010) and have con-
tinually exhibited nebular emission lines (Westerlund 1987;
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Figure 1. VPHAS+ 3-colour image of Westerlund 1 composed of
data from the g (blue), Hα (green), and i (red) filters. The image
is 2.5′ × 2.7′, equivalent to 2.6× 2.8 pc at a distance of 3.55 kpc.
Ionized nebulae stand out clearly in green in this image with the
nebula surrounding W26 indicated by the white lines.
Clark et al. 2005). Images of W26 have revealed extended
mid-IR (Clark et al. 1998) and radio emission (Clark et al.
1998; Dougherty et al. 2010) in its vicinity.
In this paper we present definitive Hα images that con-
firm an ionized nebula surrounding W26. The images were
obtained as part of the VLT (Very Large Telescope) Survey
Telescope (VST) Photometric Hα Survey (VPHAS+, Drew
et al. 2013, in prep.) and reveal a detached circumstellar
nebula surrounding W26 with a triangular ionized gas fea-
ture 10′′ from the star. In Section 2 we present the VPHAS+
observations as well as archival data. In Section 3 we discuss
the nebulous structures and make comparisons with other
evolved massive stars with circumstellar nebulae.
2 OBSERVATIONS
2.1 VPHAS+ Hα Observations
VPHAS+ is a survey of the southern Galactic plane in
broad-band Sloan u, g, r, i, and narrow-band Hα filters using
OmegaCam on the 2.6m VST. Tiling of the 1 deg2 Omega-
Cam field-of-view leads to almost uninterrupted coverage
across the Galactic plane at high spatial resolution (1 pixel
= 0.21′′). The use of a narrow-band Hα filter (λc = 6588
A˚, FWHM = 107 A˚) picks out extended emission-line neb-
ulae and point sources as the northern hemisphere coun-
terpart survey IPHAS (Drew et al. 2005) also did (e.g.,
Witham et al. 2008; Wright et al. 2012; Sabin et al. 2013).
The field including Westerlund 1 was observed as part
of VPHAS+ on 30 April and 11 May 2012 and a 3-colour
image of the cluster is shown in Figure 1. The seeing was
0.8′′ as measured on the Hα images. Excess Hα emission
stands out in green on this image. There is evidence for
excess Hα emission in other sources in this image, but it
does not appear extended as it does around W26.
Figure 2 shows an Hα image centered on W26. Two
distinct morphological components are clear: circumstellar
emission surrounding the star and a triangular nebula ∼10′′
to the north-east. Figure 2 also shows a deconvolved Hα
image created using a Lucy-Richardson (Lucy 1974) decon-
volution algorithm and employing a point spread function
(PSF) created from 15 isolated field stars. In this image the
circumstellar nebula appears detached from W26 allowing
the possibility that the nebula is an edge-brightened circum-
stellar shell or ring surrounding the star. The structure ap-
pears fragmented with multiple bright spots at distances of
2.4–3.2′′ from the star (0.04–0.06 pc at d = 3.55 kpc). Some
of the bright spots are identified as stars from the VPHAS+
i-band image, although the majority are nebulous.
2.2 Hubble Space Telescope Observations
Westerlund 1 was observed by the Hubble Space Telescope
(HST) on 2005 June 26 (programme no. 10172) with the Ad-
vanced Camera for Surveys (ACS, 0.05′′/pixel) Wide Field
Channel (WFC) using the F814W filter (λc = 8333 A˚,
∆λ = 2511 A˚, a broad I filter). Three exposures were made
for a total of 2407s, shown in Figure 3. The long exposure
time means the vast majority of stars are saturated, with
diffraction spikes dominating the centre of the cluster. The
nebula surrounding W26 is not detected due to the extended
wings of the PSF from W26, but the triangular nebula is
clearly resolved and shows a complex filamentary structure.
The cluster was observed again on 2010 August 25–
27 (programme no. 11708) using the Wide Field Camera
3 (WFC3) IR channel (0.13′′/pixel) using the broad-band
near-IR filters F125W, F139M, and F160W. As with the
ACS images the circumstellar nebula around W26 is ob-
scured, while the triangular nebula is only barely visible in
the F125W filter images (λc = 1.25µm, ∆λ = 0.28µm, ap-
proximately a J-band filter) and obscured by W26 in the
longer wavelength images. Seven exposures were made, for
a total of 2445s, also shown in Figure 3.
2.3 VLT/FORS Spectroscopy
W26 was observed with the FOcal Reducer and low disper-
sion Spectrograph (FORS) on the VLT on 2011 April 16
(observation ID 539166) with a slit rotated to a position an-
gle of -113◦ covering the star and the circumstellar nebula
(Fig 2) and covering 5800–7200A˚. The spectrum of W26 is
consistent with previous estimates of the spectral type and
does not reveal any emission lines from the star itself. The
nebular emission includes lines of [N ii], Hα, [S ii], He i,
[Ar iii] and [S iii], though many of these are not measurable
with sufficient accuracy to provide density or temperature
diagnostics for the gas. The spectral resolution is also not
high enough to measure velocity differences between the star
and the nebula of the order of a few km/s. The current obser-
vations can only set an upper limit for the nebular expansion
of ∼30 km/s, which is consistent with RSG mass-loss.
The [N ii] (6548+6584) / Hα ratio of 2.94 is very high
and likely implies CNO-cycle enrichment, as has been ob-
served in the nebulae surrounding other evolved massive
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 2. VPHAS+ Hα images of the nebula surrounding W26, scaled logarithmically. Left: Original image with labels indicating
the nebular components, stars identified in the VPHAS+ i-band image, W25 and W26. Overlaid in blue are 8.6 GHz contours from
Dougherty et al. (2010) and in green the VLT/FORS slit shown in Figure 4. Right: Deconvolved image showing the detached circumstellar
nebula.
stars (Johnson et al. 1992). The emission lines seen in the
FORS spectrum confirm that the circumstellar nebula is ion-
ized and that the emission is not due to reflection or contin-
uum emission. Figure 4 shows the emission along the slit in
the Hα and [N ii] emission lines, confirming that the nebula
is extended with evidence of edge-brightening (the nebu-
lar emission peaks ∼3′′ south-east and ∼0.5′′ north-west of
W26). The Hα and [N ii] 6584A˚ lines likely dominate ex-
tended emission in the VPHAS+ Hα filter. Emission in the
HST F814W filter is probably a combination of [O ii] 7320,
7330A˚, [S iii] 9069, 9533A˚ (as seen in the FORS spectrum
and the stellar spectrum of W26 by Clark et al. 2005) and
Paschen series lines, while emission in the HST F125W fil-
ter is likely to be dominated by Paβ (see Weidmann et al.
2013).
3 DISCUSSION
3.1 The red supergiant W26
W26 is known to be spectrally variable with changes in the
strength of the TiO bandheads on timescales of years result-
ing in a spectral type range of M2-5Ia (Clark et al. 2010),
making it one of the latest RSGs known (Levesque et al.
2005). Spectral variability is not a common feature amongst
RSGs that Massey et al. (2007) suggest may be caused
by the star being out of hydrostatic equilibrium in the
Hayashi “forbidden zone” that also results in extensive
mass-loss. From the observed K-band magnitude of 1.9
(Mengel & Tacconi-Garman 2007), extinction of AK =
1.13 (Brandner et al. 2008) and a bolometric correction of
BCK = 2.79 (2.96) mag for type M2I (M5I) (Levesque et al.
2005), W26 has Mbol = −9.19 (-9.02), Lbol = 3.8 × 10
5
(3.2× 105) L⊙. This is remarkably similar to the M5 super-
giant VY CMa, one of the most luminous known RSGs with
L = 3.5× 105 L⊙ (at d = 1.14 kpc, Choi et al. 2008). Com-
paring W26 to the Levesque et al. (2005) sample of Galactic
RSGs with luminosities determined from the K-band (their
Fig 3c) it is clear that it is one of the latest and most lu-
minous RSGs known in our Galaxy. It is also one of the
largest, with a radius of 1530 (1580) R⊙, similar to the mas-
sive RSG, WOH G64, which notably is the only other RSG
observed to have an emission line spectrum (Levesque et al.
2009). This is all consistent with W26 being a very evolved
RSG with a greater level of instability and higher mass-loss
rate than typical RSGs.
Ionized nebulae have never previously been resolved
around RSGs as their photospheres are too cool to produce
ionizing photons and other ionizing sources must be sought.
The strong [S iii] emission lines observed by Clark et al.
(2005) suggest either a very high temperature H ii region or
shock ionization of the circumstellar nebula. If the nebula
is photoionized it could be due to either the radiation field
of the cluster or a hot companion. There is no evidence for
the latter however, and the small radial velocity variations
observed by Cottaar et al. (2012) are consistent with pul-
sations. The current RSG wind is at least partly molecular
as SiO and H2O masers are observed towards W26 with ve-
locities consistent with a RSG wind (Fok et al. 2012). The
authors also note that W26 is a significantly less intense
maser source than other nearby and isolated RSGs (such as
VY CMa), which they argue could be due to the outer layer
of the molecular envelope being disturbed by the cluster en-
vironment in Westerlund 1.
3.2 The circumstellar nebula
The circumstellar nebula, only clearly resolved in the
VPHAS+ observations, appears to be fully detached from
W26 in the deconvolved image. It is difficult to determine the
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Figure 3. Greyscale images of the triangular nebula seen with HST. Left: WFC/ACS image with the F814W filter (a broad I-band
filter). The black box indicates the area shown in the other two panels. Centre: ACS/F814W filter image centred on the triangular
nebula. Right: WFC3/F125W filter image (a broad J-band filter). All the images are inverted and logarithmically scaled.
morphology of the nebula given the limitations of the avail-
able observations, which suggest a clumpy and inhomoge-
neous structure, possibly indicating some degree of fragmen-
tation. The nebula could be either an edge-brightened cir-
cumstellar shell or a ring, and is reminiscent of the complex,
if more compact, circumstellar reflection nebula surrounding
VY CMa (∼0.04 pc in diameter compared to ∼0.1 pc for
W26’s nebula). Smith et al. (2001) estimate the mass of the
nebula surrounding VY CMa as 0.2–0.4 M⊙, very similar to
the ionized mass of 0.26 M⊙ estimated by Dougherty et al.
(2010) for the nebula surrounding W26.
We performed aperture photometry on the VPHAS+
Hα image and estimate a total flux of the circumstellar neb-
ula of 2.8 × 10−13 ergs/cm2/s over an area of 31 arcsec2, a
surface brightness of ∼10−14 ergs/cm2/s/arcsec2 . Since the
VPHAS+ Hα filter includes the [N ii] 6548A˚ and 6584A˚
lines (the former at ∼75% transmission) we use the relative
strengths of these lines in the VLT/FORS spectrum to cal-
culate an Hα flux of 7.5×10−14 ergs/cm2/s. This is probably
overestimated due to contamination from the PSF wings of
W26 and nearby stars superimposed on the nebula.
3.3 The triangular nebula
The triangular nebula, ∼0.2 pc from W26, is most clearly re-
solved in the HST images and shows a filamentary structure
with a size of ∼4.5′′ or 0.08 pc. The filaments in the triangu-
lar nebula appear to be pointed towards the nearby blue su-
pergiant (BSG) W25 (Negueruela et al. 2010), possibly sug-
gesting the triangular nebula is associated with this star
instead of W26. However the deconvolved VPHAS+ images
hints at a thin nebulous strip that might be connecting the
triangular nebula with the circumstellar nebula around W26
(also seen in the 8.6-GHz radio images, Dougherty et al.
2010). This connection could suggest that the nebula is asso-
ciated with W26, although it may be shaped or photoionized
by W25 if they are at similar distances within Westerlund 1.
The triangular nebula could be some sort of outflow
from W26, possibly along a polar axis and similar to the
circumstellar ring and bipolar outflows around the BSG
Sher 25. The ring nebula around Sher 25 has a diameter
of 0.4 pc and an outflow 0.5 pc in length (Brandner et al.
1997), slightly larger than the structures seen around W26.
There is some uncertainty as to whether the nebula around
Sher 25 was ejected during the star’s current BSG phase
or a previous RSG phase (e.g., Smartt et al. 2002) and the
detection of similar structures around a RSG might help re-
solve this. While Sher 25 does have two polar outflows, one
side is notably brighter than the other, which might suggest
that a second outflow exists around W26 but is not detected.
Alternatively outflows may exist on both sides of W26 but
are only being photoionized on one side by the BSG W26.
The possibility that the non-symmetry is due to variable ex-
tinction across the cluster can be ruled out by the fact that
a corresponding structure is not seen in the radio images.
Alternatively the triangular nebula could be a flow of
material being channeled off the circumstellar nebula by
the cumulative cluster wind and radiation field. Muno et al.
(2006) find evidence for a hot intra-cluster medium in West-
erlund 1 that could cause this and would also promote
charge-exchange ionization with cool gas ejected from W26.
This theory is supported by the lack of nebulous emission on
the opposite side of W26 and the alignment of the structure
pointing away from the centre of Westerlund 1 (see discus-
sion in Dougherty et al. 2010), though the narrowness of the
strip possibly connecting the triangular nebula with the cir-
cumstellar nebula suggests some degree of collimation more
consistent with a polar outflow than with a stripping effect.
Aperture photometry of the triangular nebula on the
VPHAS+ image gives a total flux of 7.2×10−14 ergs/cm2/s
over an area of 23 arcsec2, a surface brightness of ∼3 ×
10−15 ergs/cm2/s/arcsec2. Accounting for the [N ii] lines
this gives an Hα flux of 7.2×10−14 ergs/cm2/s. This can be
compared with the 4.8 GHz radio flux from the triangular
nebula of 41.5 mJy (Dougherty et al. 2010), which has a flat
radio spectrum consistent with optically thin free-free emis-
sion from an ionized nebula. Using eqn. 6 of Milne & Aller
(1975) and assuming a temperature of 8,000 K and a ra-
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Figure 4. Spatially resolved emission along the VLT/FORS slit
(as shown in Fig 2) at the [N ii] 6548, 6584 and Hα emission lines,
as well as at 6575A˚ to show the stellar continuum emission. The
upper panel shows absolute measurements while the lower panel
shows the emission lines with the stellar continuum subtracted
(as well as the stellar continuum profile itself for reference).
tio of He+/H+ = 0.1 this implies an unreddened Hβ flux
of 1.5×10−11 ergs/cm2/s1, which for Case B recombination
gives an unreddened Hα flux of 4.4×10−11 ergs/cm2/s. Com-
paring this to the observed Hα flux gives an extinction of
AHα = 8.4 mags. Assuming RV = 3.1 (Howarth 1983) this
implies an extinction of AV = 10.5 mags, lower than the
typical range of AV = 11.6–13.6 mag found by Clark et al.
(2005) for Westerlund 1. This is reconcilable if the extinc-
tion law is non-standard, e.g., Brandner et al. (2008) suggest
RV = 3.7 for which we calculate AV = 12.5 mags, in good
agreement with existing measurements.
4 SUMMARY
We have presented VPHAS+ Hα observations that establish
the existence of an ionized circumstellar nebula surrounding
the RSG W26 in Westerlund 1. The nebula consist of a de-
tached circumstellar shell or ring surrounding the star and
a triangular nebula located ∼0.2 pc from the star, possibly
connected to the ring via a thin nebulous strip or outflow.
The excitation mechanism of both regions is unclear, since
RSGs are too cool to produce ionizing photons. They may be
being photoionized by either a hot companion to W26, the
nearby BSG W25, the cluster radiation field, or even shock
excited due to collisions with the intra-cluster medium.
The presence of the nebula suggests extensive mass-
loss in the recent history of W26. Its late spectral type,
very high luminosity and spectral variability all suggest the
star to be highly evolved amongst the RSGs. Both the star
1 This equation is mildly sensitive to these parameters. A 10%
increase in the nebular temperature produces a ∼6% decrease in
the resulting Hβ flux, while increasing the He+/H+ ratio to 0.15
results in the Hβ flux decreasing by ∼4%.
and the nebula are comparable to the RSGs VY CMa and
WOH G64, both of which are highly luminous late-type
RSGs with evidence for circumstellar gas.
W26 provides a rare opportunity to directly investi-
gate an extreme mass-loss event from a highly evolved RSG.
To follow-up on this discovery high resolution narrow-band
imaging could be used to resolve the nebular structures bet-
ter or spectroscopy of the ionized nebula could provide in-
sights into the physical and dynamical conditions in the gas
and help resolve the origin of both structures. Higher res-
olution spectra are also necessary to measure velocity dif-
ferences between the star and the nebula to determine the
expansion velocity of the nebula.
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